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How Can Buy-Side Institutions Measure
Relative Trading Performance?
April 09, 2015

“Best execution” is a term that can have diﬀerent meanings depending

your perspective. For example, sell-side participants may define it in the

context of Regulation NMS’s Rule 611—the order protection rule—as best
As we noted in our September 2014 seminar at Institutional Investor’s

International Trader Forum in Berlin, the U.K.’s FCA noted in their July 20
“Thematic Review, Best Execution and Payment for Order Flow

execution is broader than ‘best price’ and this is a major diﬀerence betw

Europe and other jurisdictions such as the U.S.” The buy-side may be m
closely aligned with Former SEC Associate Director for Examinations

Gohlke’s definition as placing trades to minimize implementation costs.

course, the question then is: What is one’s expectation of the range of c

Well, Syracuse University Professor Amber Anand and his colleagues ap
to have pulled oﬀ the improbable. In a series of research papers

come as close as one can to quantifying “best execution” by computing

realized implicit trading costs for buy-side firms. Using Ancerno (Abel N
data, they find that the trading alpha between the top- and bottomperforming institutions by quintiles is 91 basis points (Table 1). What is

interesting is that the costs are persistent—institutions that have lower tra
costs continue to have lower trading costs over time. Implicit costs are

costs continue to have lower trading costs over time. Implicit costs are

notoriously diﬃcult to predict on an order-by-order basis, but these stud

demonstrate that, on the aggregate, there is a high degree of persisten
institutional execution trading costs and related patterns.

Table 1. Trading Alpha across quintiles for buy-side institutions

The Ancerno (Abel Noser) dataset spans 1999–2010 for U.S. equities, wit

more than 750 institutions and an average of $24.5 billion USD in net as

The analysis computes cost of trading versus order arrival price. Table 2
descriptive statistics for the dataset prior to the financial crisis.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the study

Execution Performance Across Brokers and Institutions

Anand and his colleagues make several quantifying statements about th

relative performance across brokers and persistence in choosing the rig

brokers. They suggest that broker selection on past performance should

important dimension of a portfolio manager’s best-execution obligation
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However, they caution that trading desk
performanceInsights
is not limitedSuppo
simp

the selection of brokers that provide better (past trading cost performan
results. They also find that trading skill is positively correlated with the

performance of an institution’s traded portfolio. After a careful statistica

examination of broker influence on institutional trading alpha, they find

institutional trading desks appear to add significant value beyond broke

institutional trading desks appear to add significant value beyond broke

selection. The group goes on to demonstrate an empirical link between
institution’s portfolio performances and the execution abilities of the

institutional trading desk. Based on the large spread between the top- a

bottom-performing institutions, they conclude that it would be diﬃcult f

fund to outperform if the portfolio manager is not supported by a stron
trading desk.
Execution Performance Over Time

Execution shortfall across institutions decreased right after decimalizatio

April 2001 and increased after 2007, i.e., the credit crisis. A continuation

those costs can be seen in Figure 1, as the “Institutional Cost” line. Costs
around 2010 and then drop again. An interesting note is that five years

the financial crisis, costs have not dropped back to pre-2007 levels—the
stayed relatively elevated post-crisis. We believe that this needs to be

examined more closely. We have two thoughts: first, we would like to se

these costs “volatility-adjusted.” Costs will rise due to volatility and we k

experiencing random volatility shocks because of macro events; our sec
thought is—Are costs staying at elevated levels because of excessive
fragmentation in the post–Reg NMS period?
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Figure 1. Institutional trading costs over time

To reference the links in the post above and for additional reading:

Click here to read Tradebook’s recap from International Trader Forum W
2014: “FCA, HFTs and Actionable Best Execution Metrics”

